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By Michael A Steele

Capstone Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Fernando Cano, Fern Cano
(illustrator). 185 x 132 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. In this Tony Hawk: Live2Skate
book, Jack Turner and his buddy Levi scout the best obstacles in town to pull the sickest of tricks.
They upload their videos to the Internet only to find that their clips are being overshadowed by
videos of the masked Sk8R 88.They aspire to half as good as this guy. Things get interesting when
Sk8R 88 begins filming at familiar locations. He (or she) lives in their town! But it gets personal when
Sk8R 88 films at the exact same locations and pulls off better tricks. Jack andLevi vow to uncover
the identity of the mysterious Sk8R 88 and find out why he or she is out to get them.
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This book is definitely not e ortless to start on looking at but really exciting to see. It really is simplistic but surprises from the 50 % from the pdf. I am just
effortlessly can get a delight of looking at a published book.
-- Thur m a n Scha m ber g er-- Thur m a n Scha m ber g er

The book is fantastic and great. I have got read through and i am confident that i will planning to read yet again once again in the foreseeable future. I
found out this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Pr of . Nicole Ziem e-- Pr of . Nicole Ziem e
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